Preferential selection of heterologous G3-VP7 gene in the genetic background of simian rotavirus SA11 detected by using a homotypic single-VP7 gene-substitution reassortant.
Introduction of segmented genomes into virion is an important process in viral replication of rotavirus. We previously studied the assortment of the VP7 gene segment (encoding outer capsid protein VP7) in the genetic background of simian rotavirus SA11 (G serotype 3, G3) and found the preferential selection of homologous G3 VP7 gene over VP7 gene of heterologous G serotype (G1, G2 or G4). In the present study, in order to clarify whether or not VP7 gene derived from different G3 rotavirus (heterologous G3-VP7 gene) is also preferentially selected in the SA11 background, a single-VP7 gene-substitution reassortant was prepared from SA11 through multiple steps of coinfection with rotaviruses in vitro. The isolated reassortant, SNR1, possessed VP7 gene derived from canine G3 rotavirus K9 and all other gene segments of SA11 origin, and showed an identical growth characteristic to that of SA11. Amino acid sequence of K9 VP7 gene showed a high degree of identity (93.6%) to SA11 VP7 gene. In analysis by mixed infection and multiple passages of SNR1 and a single VP7 gene (with G1, G2 or G4 specificity) reassortant in the SA11 background, the G3-VP7 gene became predominant at early passage numbers. However, in mixed infection with SA11 and SNR1, homologous G3-VP7 gene (SA11-VP7 gene) was preferentially selected into progenies over heterologous one (K9-VP7 gene). These results together with our previous findings suggested that G3-VP7 gene, irrespective of origin of species, was functionally adapted to the genetic background of SA11, although the homologous gene had a better fit with other SA11 genes than did heterologous one, providing suggestions for efficaciousness of multivalent reassortant rotavirus vaccine.